SleepMed acquires Novasom’s activity, gaining leadership of remote Sleep Medicine and Neurosciences in the United States.

Atlanta, September 25th 2019 – SleepMed, one of the largest operators of sleep labs in the United States, has acquired Novasom’s assets, a leading provider of Home Sleep Testing (HST). Each service will continue to operate and the teams will work together to deliver the best care experience.

As a result of this acquisition, SleepMed will become a leader in remote Sleep Medicine diagnostics in the United States. Novasom specializes in diagnostic testing for Obstructive Sleep Apnea, a potentially life-threatening disorder contributing to poor sleep and poor oxygenation, which stresses the cardiovascular system of the patient.

According to Roger Anderson, Senior Vice President of Finance and Operations, "We are excited to invest in Novasom, continuing the high quality diagnostic services with high patient satisfaction.”

Jeff Powell, General Manager completes, “By combining SleepMed, a perennial leader in Sleep Medicine; Novasom, a highly efficient home sleep operation; and BioSerenity’s technology and Cloud Platform, we are in a position to rapidly expand our US operations. There are 22 million people suffering from Obstructive Sleep Apnea in the US, with up to 80% undiagnosed. We intend to make the diagnostic process as convenient and efficient as possible for clinicians and patients.”

SleepMed and Novasom will launch a shared investment plan in the coming weeks to offer state of the art diagnostics.

About SleepMed
SleepMed, a BioSerenity company, is the nation’s premier provider of sleep health and neuroscience services. Using the most advanced technology, physicians, customers, and patients can be confident they are receiving the highest quality care. SleepMed believes the best way to diagnose the nation’s sleep and neurodiagnostic conditions is to bring together the largest network of sleep experts and the latest technology, products and services designed to diagnose sleep and seizure disorders.

About Novasom
NovaSom, Inc. is the leader in Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) home testing, with the AccuSom® Home Sleep Test, the only comprehensively supported home sleep test that provides continuous patient support and next-day test results and interpretation for health care professionals. NovaSom is accredited by the Joint Commission as an Ambulatory Care Sleep Diagnostic Center & Telehealth Provider, is classified by CMS as an Independent Diagnostic Testing Facility.